DATA-DRIVEN CAPITAL PLANNING AND ASSET DECISIONS

Make smarter purchasing, replacement, warranty and maintenance decisions from acquisition to disposal with TMS and Data Insights

Data Insights (DI) provides you with real, reliable equipment data from over 289 million work orders across the country. Combine this with TMS’ actionable integrations and real-time asset insights, and you have all the information you need for smarter capital allocation, lower costs, improved maintenance processes and fact-based decision-making.

- Use comprehensive metrics to maintain compliance, avoid asset failure and reduce costs
- Make informed purchasing, maintenance and replacement decisions
- Quickly evaluate AEM decisions and use your insight to improve processes, automate maintenance and extend asset life
- Use unprecedented equipment insight to better assess total cost of ownership, asset performance and other key metrics
THE POWER OF TMS AND DATA INSIGHTS

Data Insights’ compiled real-world insights and TMS purpose-built CMMS provide you with the data and execution tools needed to modernize and optimize your healthcare operations.

UNMATCHED REPORTS AND DASHBOARDS

Use Data Insights’ aggregated device data alongside your organization’s information to improve medical device management, hospital equipment planning, risk management, parts budgeting and AEM analysis.

• Data Insights provides a look into common preventive maintenance (PM) schedules and corrective comparison charts to help you make the right maintenance decisions
• TMS provides configurable, out-of-the-box dashboards and reports that give you real-time insight into your department
• Detailed AI algorithms and analytics allow you to understand asset life expectancy and potential issues

IMPROVED CYBERSECURITY

• In DI, you can review asset models and common vulnerabilities recorded by CERT. Use this insight to anticipate and stop vulnerabilities in their tracks
• Use TMS to create compliance reports and automate inspections
• Combine insight to create advanced and proactive medical device security plans
• Connect your most important systems, devices and departments to close security gaps and stop vulnerabilities on the spot
STREAMLINED MEDICAL DEVICE MANAGEMENT

- Consolidate HFM, HTM, supply chain and IoT onto one platform
- Build and automate flexible workflows using a configurable rules engine
- Automate your preventive maintenance and alternative equipment maintenance tasks (AEM)
- Deliver big data for better analytics

LOWER COSTS OVER TIME

- DI provides valuable cost information including industry acquisition costs, parts costs, labor costs and costs of service ratios
- Significantly reduce acquisition and downstream costs by driving standardization and leveraging greater volume
- By providing unbiased equipment data during critical capital purchasing decision points, Data Insights can make it easier for organizations to effectively budget and lower their operating costs
- Use side-by-side comparisons to make the most fiscally responsible decisions for your organization
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